CANADIAN
House Rules

The Start
6 or 10 cup triangle
“Eye to Eye” - One player from each team shoots while looking in the opponents eye
Team who gets it in first, gets to shoot first

Game Play
a. Bounce shots = 2 cups, CAN BE BLOCKED AFTER FIRST BOUNCE
b. Regular shot = 1 cup
c. Both partners make get a different cup = 2 cups and balls back
d. Both partners make it in the SAME cup = 3 cups and balls back
If one of the shots in c. or d. was a bounce, add 1 cup to c. and d.
If both shots in c. or d. was a bounce add 2 cups to c. and d.
Spinning balls that HAVE NOT HIT WATER can be taken “Dicks Flick, and Bitches Blow”
If a ball comes back on the table a trick shot is awarded (ground is dead)
Trick shots = 1cup
Once a shot is made, the ball is automatically removed, and the cup will remain until
the second partner has shot. Distractions are allowed, but must be behind the cups.
If the shooter hits an opponents body part that is NOT behind the cups = 1 cup penalty
If playing with beer, death cup is in effect (player that has a full cup in their hand).
One rearrange is allowed per game but it must fit within the outline of the original
formation (eg no 6 or 10 cup straight lines). No rearranges on redemption, overtime
or inbetween partners shooting.
All cup penalties, or extra cups made (ie bounce shots) the team who got scored on
can pick the cups that they want removed. However any cups that were made
MUST be taken away

Redemption
If a team scores more cups than remain = game automatically over, no redemption
eg. 2 cups remain they get it in the same cup (3 cups value) then the game is done
If a team scores all the cups, then redemption occurs. Each player gets one shot,
if a shot goes in, that player will shoot till (s)he misses. If both players sink it they
both can shoot again. These players must clear all the remaining cups. If they clear
a value more than is left on redemption (eg sink same cup with 2 remaining while on
redemption) then the other team is on redemption. If they clear all remaining cups
then the game goes into overtime which is a 3 cup triangle, the team who caused
the initial redemption gets to shoot first.

